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CLOBBERED BY CAMEMBERT
AAMES, Avery
Cheese store owner Charlotte Bessette is setting up for the town’s
Winter Wonderland fair. Then, after an old friend is found dead
in the cottage of Charlotte’s assistant Rebecca, a suspicion falls
on Rebecca’s boyfriend, a honeybee farmer.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

Doyle. She tells of mysterious events at 221 Baker Street - and a
premonition that the London murders signal terrible danger for
mankind. Aided by the most famous detective of all time, they
must draw on their knowledge of the imaginary to find the
perpetrators of some very real and bloody crimes before they
strike again.
Sherlockiana
PBK
$19.95

MERCY

CAKE ON A HOT TIN ROOF
BRADY, Jacklyn
Pastry chef Rita Lucero’s Mardi Gras party turns funereal when
one of her guests is found dead after a public fight with her uncle
- leaving Rita no choice but to find the real killer and clear her
uncle’s name.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

Donald Westlake

ADLER-OLSEN, Jussi
Carl Mørck used to be a good homicide detective. One of
Copenhagen’s best, in fact. Then a bullet almost took his life.
Two of his colleagues weren’t so lucky and Carl, because he
didn’t draw his gun, blames himself. Now his erratic behaviour is
going to cost him his job. So promotion is the last thing he
expects – to the newly created Department Q dealing with ‘cases
of special focus’.
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

...and many others

BURIED IN A BOOK

Includes new books by
Eoin Colfer
Lisa Gardner
Ann Granger
Elmore Leonard
Stuart MacBride
Spencer Quinn

All the books in this catalogue are new
books due for release in
February 2012.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and to
some extent the shipping companies books can sometimes arrive later (or
earlier) than anticipated, or
occasionally be a different retail price
than originally quoted. Because space
is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books, and prices are
subject to change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out - ASAP!

ARLINGTON, Lucy
After losing her job as a journalist at the age of 45, Lila Wilkins
accepts an internship at A Novel Idea, a thriving literary agency
in North Carolina. When a penniless aspiring author drops dead
in the agency’s waiting room, and Lila discovers a series of
threatening letters, she’s determined to find out who wrote him
off. The first in a new series.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

A DEADLY PENANCE
ASH, Maureen
Templar Bascot de Marins is summoned to Lincoln Castle to
learn who murdered a servant engaged in an illicit affair with a
married woman.
Historical mystery
TP
$25.95

JANE AND THE CANTERBURY TALE
BARRON, Stephanie
Historical mystery

BARTLETT, Lorraine
If Katie Bonner’s late husband hadn’t invested all their savings in
the crafts fair Artisans Alley, the Webster mansion could have
been “hers” to remodel into a bed-and-breakfast. Instead that
dream belongs to another young couple. But that dream becomes
a nightmare when a skeleton is discovered sealed in the walls of
the mansion.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of
books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy to
order anything if we don’t have it on
the shelves.

BARNARD, Robert
Mystery

2-10 paperbacks or any trade
paperbacks or hardcovers within
Brisbane is $8.35.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over
500 grams up to 3 kilos), $11.20.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain & Beau
Abbreviations
PBK
TP
HC

used in this catalogue:
= “A” format (standard size) paperback
= “B” & “C” format (oversize) paperback
= Hardcover or cloth binding

AFTER THE DARKNESS
BROWN, Honey
Trudy and Bruce Harrison have a happy marriage, a successful
business, and three teenage children. One fateful day they take
the winding coastal route home and visit the Ocean View Gallery,
perched on the cliff edge. Within the maze of rooms the lone
couple begin to feel uneasy – and with good reason. Trudy and
Bruce will be ripped from the safe, secure fabric of their life and
will have their world turned upside down and shaken.
Thriller
TP
$29.95

SCRAPBOOK OF SECRETS

THE BONE YARD

Approximate current postage within
Australia is: 1 -2 paperbacks (up to
500 grams), $6.35.

BRANDMAN, Michael
“Paradise, Massachusetts, is gearing up for the busy summer
season when a spate of car thefts places its quiet, tourist-friendly
reputation in jeopardy. Jesse Stone fears an automobile theft gang
has set up shop in town, and the silver-tongued, heavy-handed
police chief vows to put a stop to their activity… Michael
Brandman combines all of Parker’s tried and tested ingredients to
create a highly enjoyable and authentic Jesse Stone thriller.” –
publisher’s blurb.
Mystery
TP
$28.99

$27.95

THE WALLED FLOWER

If a book has sold-out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply when available.

If you can’t make it into the shop, you
can post, phone, fax or e-mail your
order. We accept Bankcard,
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.

TP

ROBERT B. PARKER’S KILLING THE BLUES

BASS, Jefferson
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

A MANSION AND ITS MURDER
PBK

$17.99

FINDERS KEEPERS
BAUER, Belinda
At the height of summer a dark shadow falls across Exmoor.
Children are being stolen from cars. Each disappearance is
marked only by a terse note - a brutal accusation. Policeman
Jonas Holly faces a precarious journey into the warped mind of
the kidnapper if he’s to stand any chance of catching him. But still reeling from a personal tragedy - is Jonas really up to the task?
Mystery/thriller
TP
$32.95

WILD THING
BAZELL, Josh
When a reclusive billionaire offers Dr. Peter Brown, a.k.a. Pietro
Brnwa, a job accompanying a sexy but self-destructive
palaeontologist on the world’s worst field assignment, Brown has
no real choice but to say yes. Even if it means that an army of
murderers, mobsters, and international drug dealers - not to
mention a lake monster - are about to have a serious Pietro Brown
problem. “Peter Brown” first appears in the wonderful, darkly
funny Beat the Reaper ($22.95).
Thriller
HC
$42.95

DEATH OF A CHIMNEY SWEEP
BEATON, M.C.
The new Hamish Macbeth mystery.
Mystery
PBK

$17.95

A FITTING END
BOURBON, Melissa
Business is booming at Harlow Jane Cassidy’s custom
dressmaking boutique - even with her great-grandmother’s ghost
hanging around the shop. But after a local golf pro is found stabbed
with dressmaking shears, the new town deputy suspects Harlow.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

THE BAKER STREET PHANTOM
BOURLAND, Fabrice
In the spring of 1932, with Londoners terrorized by a series of
brutal murders, the private detective agency of Messrs. Singleton
and Trelawney quietly opens its doors in Bloomsbury. The first
person to call on their services is a worried Lady Arthur Conan

BRYAN, Mollie Cox
Having traded in her career as a successful investigative
journalist for the life of a stay-at-home mum in picturesque
Cumberland Creek, Virginia, Annie can’t help but feel that
something’s missing. But she finds solace in a local “crop circle”
of scrapbookers united by chore-shy husbands, demanding
children, and occasional fantasies of their former single lives.
And when the quiet idyll of their small town is shattered by a
young mother’s suicide, they band together to find out what
went wrong.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

DEATH ON HEELS
BYERRUM, Ellen
When Washington, D.C., fashion reporter Lacey Smithsonian’s
former boyfriend, cattle rancher Cole Tucker, is arrested for
murder, she digs her cowboy boots out of her closet and flies to
his defence. She is certain of his innocence - until he abducts her
during a daring courthouse escape. Recommended.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

ONE BOOK IN THE GRAVE
CARLISLE, Kate
Ten years ago, Brooklyn’s friend Max Adams fell in love with a
stunning beauty, Emily, and gave her a rare copy of “Beauty and
the Beast” as a symbol of their love. Soon afterward, Max died in
a car crash, and Brooklyn has always suspected his possessive exgirlfriend and her jealous beau. Recommended.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

HAWKENLYE: THE ROSE OF THE WORLD
CLARE, Alys
Historical mystery

TP

$24.95

CRUNCH TIME
DAVIDSON, Diane Mott
Mystery

PBK

$17.95

THE UNQUIET HEART
FERRIS, Gordon
Danny McRae, a private detective scraping a living in post World
War II London, and Eve Copeland, crime reporter, looking for
new angles to save her career: it’s an alliance made in heaven.
Until Eve disappears, a contact dies violently, and an old
adversary presents Danny with some unpalatable truths. His
desperate search for his lover draws him into a web of black
marketeers, double agents and assassins, and hurls him into the
shattered remains of Berlin, where terrorism and espionage
foreshadow the bleakness of the Cold War. Danny McRae first
appears in Truth, Dare, Kill (TP, $29.99).
Mystery
PBK
$29.99

DEVIL’S FOOD CAKE MURDER
FLUKE, Joanne
Mystery

PBK

$17.95

THE PURSUED
FORESTER, C.S.
Marjorie had never seen a dead person until she got home one
tranquil summer evening and found her sister’s body. She looked
peaceful, as if she was asleep. Their mother suspects, however,
that Dot’s death was far from natural. What’s more, she’s
convinced she knows who the killer is. Slowly and meticulously, she
plots her revenge. “A wonderful, almost miraculous discovery by the
unsung godfather of English noir.” - Andrew Taylor
Noir
HC
$19.95

PAYMENT DEFERRED
FORESTER, C.S.
Mr Marble is in serious debt, desperate for money to pay his
family’s bills, until the combination of a wealthy relative, a bottle
of Cyanide and a shovel offer him the perfect solution. In fact, his
troubles are only just beginning.
Noir
PBK
$19.95

PLAIN MURDER
FORESTER, C.S.
At the Universal Advertising Agency on the Strand, London, a
murder is being planned. Three men have been discovered taking
bribes and face the grim prospect of the dole queue, unless they
can get rid of the person who caught them. Their ringleader,
thick-set and vicious Mr. Morris, soon discovers that killing is far
easier than he thought - and that he even has a talent for it.
Noir
PBK
$19.95

CATCH ME
GARDNER, Lisa
At 8pm on 21st January, twenty-eight-year-old Charlie Grant
believes she is going to be murdered and she wants Boston’s top
homicide detective, D.D. Warren, to handle her death investigation.
Mystery/thriller
TP
$32.99

A PLAY OF HERESEY
FRAZER, Margaret
Joliffe is summoned by Bishop Beaufort to use his skills as a spy
to uncover the mysteries of the town’s elite. A merchant has gone
missing, presumed dead - and members of Joliffe’s theatrical
company are implicated in the crime.
Historical mystery
TP
$25.95

LOVE YOU MORE
GARDNER, Lisa
A split-second decision and Brian Darby lies dead. His wife, state
police trooper Tessa Leoni, claims to have shot him in selfdefence and for Boston detective D.D. Warren it should be an
open-and-shut case. But where is their six-year-old daughter?
Mystery/thriller
TP
$19.99

PLUGGED

A DECLINE IN PROPHETS

COLFER, Eoin
Dan works as a bouncer in a seedy club, half in love with hostess
Connie. When Connie is murdered on the premises, a vengeful
Dan finds himself embroiled in an increasingly deadly sequence
of events in which his doctor friend Zeb goes mysteriously
missing, a cop-killing female cop becomes his only ally, and he
makes an enemy of ruthless drug-dealer Mike Madden. “A
brilliant darkly comic crime debut.” – publisher’s blurb. This is
really, really funny – we loved it.
Noir
PBK
$19.99

GENTILL, Sulari
“A Decline in Prophets is the second book [after A Few Right
Thinking Men, $22.99] in the Rowland Sinclair mystery series
by Sulari Gentill, set in the early 1930s. We find Sinclair and his
group of bohemian friends on their way home to Australia, after a
lengthy stay in Europe, on the Aquitania, a luxury Cunard liner,
when the bodies start to drop. Inadvertently, Sinclair finds
himself in the middle of events. Weaving historical fact, events
and people with fiction, Gentill… deftly engages the reader all
the way from the decks of the Aquitania to icy New York, a
debauched Norman Lindsay garden party and the grand houses of
Woollahra and Mosman… definitely one for those who enjoy
their historical crime with a healthy dose of 1920s glamour, wit
and social history.” – Bookseller & Publisher
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

THE FIFTH WITNESS
CONNELLY, Michael
The new Mickey Haller novel.
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

OLD HAUNTS

MILES OFF COURSE

COPPERMAN, E.J.
The ghosts haunting Alison Kerby’s Jersey Shore guesthouse are
sad. Maxie wants to know who murdered her ex-husband, and
Paul pines for his still-living almost-fiance. The only one who
isn’t missing her ex is Alison—because The Swine just arrived
on her doorstep.
Mystery
PBK
$16.95

GENTILL, Sulari
In early 1933, Rowland Sinclair and his companions are
ensconced at the Blue Mountains in superlative luxury of The
Hydro Majestic - Medlow Bath, where trouble seems distant
indeed. And then Harry Simpson vanishes...
Mystery
TP
$29.99
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STAGESTRUCK

SACRED STONE

GRANGER, Ann
When old Monty Bickerstaffe finds a dead body in his drawing
room it comes as a nasty surprise - the first of many. Monty lives
alone in a crumbling Cotswold manor house and the last thing he
wants is the police sniffing around his property. Not that he has
anything to hide... But Inspector Jess Campbell is convinced that
someone’s lying and, with the help of Superintendent Ian Carter,
she must dig deep into Monty’s family history to reveal the truth.
The second Campbell and Carter mystery, after Mud, Muck, and
Dead Things ($19.99).
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

LOVESEY, Peter
There’s plenty of drama, of the wrong kind, when a fading pop
star wanting to launch an acting career at Bath’s Theatre Royal
gets taken to hospital with third degree burns. In the best
theatrical tradition, the show goes on, but the agony turns to
murder. Bath’s top detective, Peter Diamond, is on the case.
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

MEDIEVAL MURDERERS
Historical mystery

EMMA GRAHAM 02: FADEAWAY GIRL
GRIMES, Martha
Mystery

TP

$27.95

THE REDEEMED
HALL, M.R.
The body of a dead man is discovered in an overgrown cemetery
in Bristol, the sign of the cross gouged into his flesh. At first it
seems to coroner Jenny Cooper that all the evidence points to a
horrific, if routine, suicide. Then an enigmatic young priest,
Father Lucas Starr, arrives on Jenny’s doorstep, and things
become increasingly complicated.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

TOWN IN A WILD MOOSE CHASE
HAYWOOD, B.B.
Cape Willington’s annual Winter Moose Fest is in full swing
when the sightings of a mysterious white moose, and rumors of a
dead body found in the woods, send Candy scrambling to
separate fact from fiction.
Mystery
PBK
$17.95

DEVOTION OF SUSPECT X
HIGASHINO, Keigo
Yasuko lives a quiet life, working in a Tokyo bento shop, a good
mother to her only child. But when her ex-husband appears at her
door without warning one day, her comfortable world is
shattered. When Detective Kusanagi of the Tokyo Police tries to
piece together the events of that day, he finds himself confronted
by the most puzzling, mysterious circumstances he has ever
investigated.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SO MUCH PRETTY
HOFFMAN, Cara
When nineteen-year-old local waitress, Wendy White, disappears,
the small town of Haeden, New York, is shaken to its core.
When, six months later, Wendy’s tortured body is found in the
nearby woods, reporter Stacy Flynn, desperate for a big story,
knows that Wendy’s case could be her big break.
Suspense
TP
$32.95

NEXT OF KIN
HOSP, David
When Boston attorney Scott Finn agrees to defend Kevin
McDougal, reprobate son of notorious mobster Eaman
McDougal, he knows he’s putting his reputation on the line.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SILENT FEAR
HOWELL, Katherine
Mystery

TP

$29.99

DUTCH ME DEADLY
HUNTER, Maddy
The latest Passport to Peril mystery.
Mystery
TP

$27.95

BIRTHDAYS FOR THE DEAD
MACBRIDE, Stuart
Five years ago Detective Constable Ash Henderson’s daughter,
Rebecca, went missing on the eve of her thirteenth birthday. A year
later the first card arrived: homemade, with a Polaroid picture stuck
to the front: Rebecca, strapped to a chair, gagged and terrified. He's
been snatching girls for twelve years and the tabloids call him The
Birthday Boy. But Ash hasn’t told anyone about Rebecca's birthday
cards because if anyone finds out, he’ll be taken off the investigation.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

FALL

STIRRED
KONRATH, J.A.
The new Jacqueline “Jack” Daniels mystery.
Mystery
TP

$27.95

SMILEY VERSUS KARLA
LE CARRE, John
“In these three masterly novels, John le Carre brings to thrilling life
the shadowy battlegrounds of the Cold War - a war of ambiguous
victories and hidden defeats orchestrated from the corridors of the
Circus and Moscow Centre, and staffed by an army of moles and
lamplighters, scalphunters and pavement artists.” – publisher’s
blurb. An omnibus of Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, The
Honourable Schoolboy, and Smiley’s People.
Thriller
TP
$32.99

RAYLAN
LEONARD, Elmore
US Marshal Raylan Givens, star of the series Justified, and
protagonist of Riding the Rap and Pronto ($17.95 each), is back
in action, this time with a federal warrant to serve on a dope
dealer named Angel Arenas, a man ‘born in the U.S. but a
hundred percent of him Hispanic’. The state troopers are
impressed when the marshal struts into the convict’s hotel room
without drawing his gun, but Raylan soon finds that Angel’s
already been the victim of another crime, one that’s way bigger
than a few pot plants, and clearly the work of a professional.
Noir
TP
$29.99

DON’T LOOK NOW

THE PHANTOM

MCKINTY, Adrian
An old associate of regular hero Michael Forsythe, Killian makes
a living enforcing other people’s laws, collecting debts, dealing
out threats. Forsythe sets Killian up with the best paid job of his
life. A prominent, politically connected, Irish businessman,
Richard Coulter, needs someone to find his ex-wife and children.
Reluctant to take it, but persuaded by the money, Killian takes the
job. Once on the trail, Killian discovers the real reason Coulter’s
ex is running, and helps her take refuge amongst his people - a
community of Irish Travellers, who close ranks to look after
them. “His flair for language is matched by his appetite for
redemptive violence and a humorous appreciation of vagaries of
character ... seriously brilliant.” - The Australian. We agree!
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

NEBO, Jo
The new Harry Hole novel.
Mystery

THE COLD, COLD GROUND
MCKINTY, Adrian
Northern Ireland. Spring 1981. Hunger strikes. Riots. Power cuts. A
homophobic serial killer with a penchant for opera. And a young
woman’s suicide that may yet turn out to be murder. On the surface,
the events are unconnected, but then things - and people - aren’t
always what they seem. Detective Sergeant Duffy is the man tasked
with trying to get to the bottom of it all. It’s no easy job - and add to
that the fact that as a Catholic policemen, it doesn’t matter which
side he’s on, because nobody trusts him - and Sergeant Duffy really
is in a no-win situation. Recommended.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

THE SUNDAY HANGMAN
MCCLURE, James
Tollie Erasmus, an unsavoury bank robber on the run, is hung from
the neck until dead. Unfortunately, execution was administered
without the benefit of South African judge or jury. Somewhere
there’s a killer who knows far too much about the hangman’s craft,
and Lieutenant Tromp Kramer and his Bantu assistant Mickey Zondi
must find him before his trail of death continues.
Mystery
PBK
$25.95

MARTIN, Andrew
On the first day of the Somme enlisted railway man Jim Stringer lies
trapped in a shell hole. He calculates his chances of survival - even
before they departed for France, a member of Jim’s unit had been
found dead. As proof piles up of an enemy within, and as a ferocious
military policeman pursues his investigation into the original killing,
the fingers of accusation begins to point towards Jim himself.
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

$19.99

MILLS, Mark
France, 1935: At the poor man’s end of the Riviera sits Le Rayol,
a haven for artists, expatriates and refugees. Here, a world away
from the rumblings of a continent heading towards war, Tom
Nash has rebuilt his life after a turbulent career in the Secret
Intelligence Service. His past, though, is less willing to leave him
behind. When a midnight intruder tries to kill him, Tom knows it
is just a matter of time before another assassination attempt is
made. Gathered at Le Rayol for the summer months are all those
he holds most dear, including his beloved goddaughter Lucy.
Reluctantly, Tom comes to believe that one of them must have
betrayed him. Recommended.
Mystery/thriller
PBK
$19.99

FALLING GLASS

THE SOMME STATIONS

PBK

HOUSE OF THE HANGED

MONTANARI, Richard
Andrea Heller has been married for seven years, but still likes to
pretend she’s single. She enjoys sitting on her own in bars, and
watching what happens. But there’s another couple watching too.
They call themselves Saila and Pharaoh, but only after sundown.
And it is after sundown that some terrible things are happening in
the singles clubs in Cleveland. And each step that Homicide
Detective Jack Paris takes to find a killer draws him closer to the
heart of his own forbidden impulses.
Thriller
PBK
$19.95

IZNER, Claude
Why would anyone strangle a humble seamstress with no known
enemies? When newly-married bookseller Victor Legris is asked
to solve the murder of Louise Fontaine in the abattoir district of
La Villette, he is initially baffled by the case.
Historical mystery
PBK
$19.95

JECKS, Michael
Historical mystery

$19.95

MCGOWAN, Claire
Bad things never happen to Charlotte. She’s living the life she’s
always wanted and about to marry wealthy banker, Dan. But Dan’s
been hiding a secret, and the pressure is pushing him over the edge.
After he’s arrested for the vicious killing of a nightclub owner,
Charlotte’s future is shattered. DC Matthew Hegarty is riding high
on the success of Dan’s arrest. But he’s finding it difficult to ignore
his growing doubts as well as the beautiful and vulnerable Charlotte.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

STRANGLED IN PARIS

KING’S GOLD

PBK

STICKY FINGERS
MARTIN, Nancy
In this follow-up to Foxy Roxy ($26.95), Roxy Abruzzo is
approached by her Uncle Carmine’s consigliere with a contract to
kidnap someone. That’s a line Roxy won’t cross. But when the
intended kidnap victim turns up murdered, Roxy’s number-one
on the police hit parade.
Mystery
TP
$27.95

WICKED GIRLS
MARWOOD, Alex
One fateful summer morning in 1986, two eleven-year-old girls
meet for the first time and by the end of the day are charged with
murder. Twenty-five years later, journalist Kirsty Lindsay is
reporting on a series of sickening attacks on young female
tourists in a seaside town when her investigation leads her to
interview funfair cleaner Amber Gordon. For Kirsty and Amber,
it’s the first time they’ve seen each other since that dark day
when they were just children.
Mystery/thriller
TP
$29.99

THE LEWIS MAN
MAY, Peter
An unidentified corpse is recovered from a Lewis peat bog; the
only clue to its identity being a DNA sibling match to a local
farmer. But this islander - now an elderly man suffering from
dementia - claims to be an only child. When Tormod’s family
approach Fin Macleod for help, Fin feels duty-bound to solve the
mystery. Fin Macleod first appears in Blackhouse ($19.99).
Mystery
TP
$24.99

TP

$32.95

HEADHUNTERS

(Continued)

is the adopted daughter of the last surviving Mynette heir and
thus claim her inheritance-money that the family otherwise
intended to go to the Jesuit school, Louis le Grand. Now, with
Jesuits being implicated in Martine’s death, rhetoric teacher
Charles du Luc will not rest until he finds her murderer.
Historical mystery
TP
$27.95

THE MISSING EARL AND OTHER NEW
ADVENTURES
SCOTT, N.M.
Scott presents eight new cases for Holmes and Watson.
Sherlockiana
HC

$34.95

FALLEN
SLAUGHTER, Karin
Thriller

PBK

$14.95

UNHALLOWED GROUND
STARR, Melvin
Thomas Atteridge, a man no one likes, is found hanging from a
tree near Cowleys Corner. All assume he has taken his own life,
but Master Hugh and Kate find evidence that this may not be so.
Historical mystery
PBK
$26.99

LUCIFER’S TEARS
THOMPSON, James
The Sufia Elmi case (see Snow Angels, $19.99) left Kari Vaara
with a scarred face, chronic insomnia, a constant migraine, and a
full body count's worth of ghosts. Now it's a year later, in
Helsinki, and Kari is working the graveyard shift in the homicide
unit. When Kari is pushed into investigating a ninety-year-old
national hero for war crimes committed during World War II, the
Interior Minister demands a conclusion of innocence, preserving
Finland's heroic perception about itself and its role in the war, but
Germany wants extradition.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

NESBO, Jo
Roger Brown has it all: Norway’s most successful headhunter, he
is married to a beautiful gallery owner and owns a magnificent
house. But he’s also a highly accomplished art thief.
Thriller
PBK
$19.95

A LONELY DEATH

LIAR MOON

TWOHIG, Peter
Melbourne, 1959. An 11-year-old boy witnesses a murder as he
spies through the window of a strange house. Now, having been
seen by the angry murderer, he is a kid on the run. With only a
shady grandfather, a professional standover man and an
incongruous local couple as adult mentors, he takes refuge in the
dark drains and grimy tunnels beneath the city, transforming
himself into a series of superheroes and creating a rather
unreliable map to plot out places where he is unlikely to cross
paths with the bogeyman.
Fiction
TP
$29.99

PASTOR, Ben
Set in German-occupied Italy in the fall of 1943, Pastor’s second
novel featuring Wehrmacht Major Martin Bora (after Lumen,
$18.99) finds Bora assigned by German headquarters in Verona
to assist Italian Centurion Gaetano De Rosa in investigating the
murder of a Fascist party notable, Vittorio Lisi.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

WHAT IT WAS
PELECANOS, George
Washington, D.C., 1972. Derek Strange has left the police
department and set up shop as a private investigator. His former
partner, Frank “Hound Dog” Vaughn, is still on the force. When a
young woman comes to Strange asking for his help recovering a
cheap ring she claims has sentimental value, the case leads him
onto Vaughn’s turf, where a local drug addict’s been murdered,
shot point-blank in his apartment. Soon both men are on the trail
of a ruthless killer.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SECRET OF THE WHITE ROSE
PINTOFF, Stefanie
Judge Hugo Jackson was presiding over the trial of Al Drayson,
an anarchist, who set off a bomb at a Carnegie wedding, but
instead of killing millionaires, it killed passersby, including a
child. The trial has captured the attention of 1906 New York City.
Detective Simon Ziele investigates.
Historical mystery
TP
$27.95

GIDEON’S CORPSE
PRESTON, D. & CHILD, L.
Thriller

TP

$24.99

THE DOG WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
QUINN, Spencer
When Bernie is invited to give the keynote speech at a private
investigator convention, his intrepid canine companion is secretly
targeted by the high-profile person in charge, an agenda that is
complicated by a missing boy and a familiar-looking puppy.
There is no local paperback release scheduled at this time.
Mystery
HC
$42.95

DEAD MAN UPRIGHT
RAYMOND, Derek
The fifth and final book in the author’s acclaimed Factory series.
Noir
TP
$27.95

THE CARTOGRAPHER

DEATH AND THE OLIVE GROVE
VICHY, Marco
April 1964, but spring hasn’t quite sprung. The bad weather
seems suited to nothing but bad news: First, Bordelli’s friend
Casimiro, who insists he’s discovered the body of a man in a field
above Fiesole. Bordelli races to the scene, but doesn’t find any
sign of a corpse. Only a couple of days later, a little girl is found
at Villa Ventaglio. She has been strangled, and there is a horrible
bite mark on her belly. Then another little girl is found murdered,
with the same macabre signature. And meanwhile Casimiro has
disappeared without a trace...
Mystery
TP
$32.99

GUILT
VON SCHIRACH, Ferdinand
Crimes, bad decisions, accidents and breaking points; acts of
savagery, betrayal and self-sacrifice. In these stories Ferdinand
von Schirach, one of Germany’s most prominent defence
lawyers, presents the case for human fallibility. Calmly,
rationally, he reveals to us the weave of circumstance that may
trap our fellow citizen in his, or her, destiny. In doing so he
shows us the criminal in ourselves.
Collection
PBK
$22.95

CRIME
VON SCHIRACH, Ferdinand
Short stories by Von Schirach. What would make a polite, wellliked doctor cut up his wife’s with an axe? Why would a boy
slaughter the sheep in his village? Who is the silent man who
coolly murdered two neo-Nazis on a suburban train platform?
What connection does a German bank robber have to an
Ethiopian village?
Collection
PBK
$22.95

GONE WITH A HANDSOMER MAN

PBK

$19.99

TP

$32.99

THE COMEDY IS FINISHED

CELEBRITY IN DEATH
ROBB, J.D.
Romantic suspense

$19.99

WEST, Michael Lee
“Hilarious, sexy, wise, and sassy, this debut novel features an
unforgettable heroine who becomes the prime suspect in the
murder of her fiancé. Gone with a Handsomer Man is fun,
funny, and fabulous.” – Janet Evanovich
Romantic suspense
TP
$27.95

WHAT LIES BENEATH
RAYNE, Sarah
Thriller

TODD, Charles
The new Inspector Ian Rutledge investigation.
Mystery
TP

BEFORE THE POISON
ROBINSON, Peter
Through years of success in Hollywood composing music for
Oscar-winning films, Chris Lowndes always imagined he would
come full circle, home to Yorkshire with his beloved wife Laura.
Now he’s back in the Yorkshire Dales, but Laura is dead, and
Chris needs to make a new life for himself.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

THE ELOQUENCE OF BLOOD
ROCK, Judith
Christmas in Paris, 1686. The spirit of the season is shattered
when Martine Mynette is murdered while trying to prove that she

WESTLAKE, Donald E.
Westlake’s final, previously unpublished novel.
Caper
HC

$42.95

FROM BLOOD
WRIGHT, Edward
Shannon Fairchild’s life has spectacularly derailed. Shelving her
PhD to clean the homes of the rich and famous, and spending her
evenings in low-rent bars, Shannon rebels against everything her
academic family stands for. But when her parents are tortured and
murdered, Shannon is consumed by guilt and vows to find out
who was responsible.
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

